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Apollo Belvedere Bust, 2018
Graphite, Cast Drawing
Female hand, 2014
Graphite, Cast Drawing
Michelangelo’s Mouth of David, 2012
Graphite, Cast Drawing
Michelangelo’s Nose of David, 2017
Graphite, Cast Drawing
Michelangelo’s Ear of David, 2013
Graphite, Cast Drawing
The Belvedere Torso, 2012
Graphite, Master copy drawing from the *Charles Bargue* drawing course, Plate I, 63.
Female Figure, 2017
Graphite, Master copy drawing after the *Russian Academy*
Female Figure Front View, 2015
Graphite, Figure Drawing
Female Figure Seated ¾ View, 2016
Graphite, Figure Drawing
Female Figure ¾ Back View, 2015
Graphite, Figure Drawing
Repin Drawing, Master Copy, 2019
Graphite, Master copy drawing after *Ilya Repin*
Sarge, 2014
Oil, Master copy after Karin Wells
Pepper and Orange, 2014
Oil, Still life painting
Jaylon, 2015
Oil, Portrait for private collector
Boy in Overalls, 2015
Oil, Portrait for private collector
Tomato, 2013
Oil, Class Demonstration
Broken Eggs, 2014
Oil, Master copy after Helen Van Wyk
Drawings and the painting of the Tomato have been photographed by Hillary Jones with the exception of Michelangelo’s Nose and Mouth. These two are from the Cooley Studio website. All of the other oil paintings have been photographed by Daryl Brown.
Thank you for visiting this exhibit!